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Motospeed K87S RGB Mechanical Keyboard
The  Motospeed  K87S  keyboard  was  created  with  the  needs  of  gamers  in  mind.  Thanks  to  its  ergonomic  design,  it  enables  extremely
comfortable and relaxed use. The red switches provide unparalleled smoothness of operation and will prove useful during both gaming
and typing. In addition, colorful backlighting gives the device a gaming character.
 
Reliable performance
Enjoy dynamic gameplay and break records -  Motospeed gives you the confidence that  every keystroke will  be reliably recorded.  The
K87S  supports   N-Key  rollover,  so  you  can  perform  even  the  most  complex  key  combinations  with  confidence.  You  can  also  lock  the
Windows key to avoid accidentally pressing it while gaming.
 
Professionalism and simplicity
The backlit keyboard not only looks great, but also makes working at your computer easier. The K87S is designed especially for gamers
and office  workers.  You can also  customize  its  appearance to  your  liking!  Motospeed gives  you a  choice  of  14  backlight  modes  -  just
press FN+INS to set them.
 
Impressive key durability
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With Motospeed, you can work or play as long as you want - the K87S keyboard will not let you down! It has a keycap life of up to 50
million clicks. This solid and durable device will serve you well for a long time. And it looks really good - the original transparent cover
provides even more interesting RGB effects.
 
For gamers and employee comfort
The  durable  OUTEMU  Blue  switches  provide  unparalleled  smoothness  and  speed  -  no  matter  if  you're  playing  your  favorite  game  or
working. Plus, the accessory features 12 function keys, so you don't have to search for settings on your computer to turn on the backlight
or open your email. The buttons of the K87S are pleasant to the touch and easily yield to your fingers.
 
Brand
Motospeed
Model
K87S
Type
Mechanical
Color
white
Connection
Wired
Material
ABS, aluminum alloy
Key life
50 million hits
Number of keys
87
Backlighting
RGB
Operating voltage
DC 5V
Operating current
500 mA
Dimensions
351x117x34 mm
Weight
752g
Switches
OUTEMU Blue
Interface
USB
Compatibility
Windows XP/7/8/10 / IBM
Other
anti-ghosting function,  14 backlighting modes,  customizable backlighting modes,  8 backlight colors,  12 function keys,  WIN lock,  N-key
rollover

Preço:

€ 57.00
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Jogos, Keyboards
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